Every day. Everywhere. Together…
I have dedicated my life to pet welfare innovations. In my eyes, dog ownership is about caring and taking responsibility. In return, dogs bring joy into our lives. It is no surprise that dog owners believe the value of the time spent with their pets has increased significantly. 25 years ago, we recognised the necessity to design gear that would enable owners to spend as much time as possible with their dogs.

This is the lifestyle we became pioneers in with the K9® Powerharness since 1997.
Local production is sustainable.

For us, environmental awareness starts with using European materials and employing European labour in our high-quality production process. We believe that by maintaining control over the production of textiles, straps, metal and plastic parts, it is feasible to provide dogs with a product that lasts a lifetime.

JK9®Team
The IDC® LONGWALK harness is specifically designed for extended walks when you get away from the city. The development objective for Longwalk was to reach a new dimension in the freedom of movement. We have created a harness based on our DuoFlex® system, which adjusts to every single movement of the dog.

- Freedom of movement
- Adjustable and openable straps
- Interchangeable custom patch
- Rubberized handle for a secure grip
- Neoprene lining
- Reflective elements for safety
- Bag attachment option
- Available in several colours
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IDC® COLOR&GRAY® BELT HARNESS - SINCE 2015
DURABLE AND COMFORTABLE WEAR

A rainy day in the city or a walk on the beach? No problem! Dries within minutes. During proper use its chest belt is parallel to the leash in your hand; therefore, it can transmit your power from you in the most efficient way.

- Easy to put on & take off
- Interchangeable custom patches
- Anti-allergic OEKO-TEX® certified material
- Color & Gray® belt with rounded and thickened edges
- Straps made in Germany
- Cheerful summer colours
IDC® POWAIR SUMMER HARNESS - FROM 2020
THE POWERHARNESS OF THE HOTTEST SUMMER DAYS

Enjoy the safety and control of Powerharnesses in the city even in the hottest summer days due to its extremely light and breathable 3D-textile materials.

• Suitable for cooling down the dog
• Feather weight
• 3D-textile layers for 100% airflow
• Sturdy handles for efficient control
• Available in several colours
The classic IDC®Powerharness is your dog harness for bustling days, early morning walks, and getting around safely. It is a harness you can fit in one move and count on when you need it. We have optimized IDC®Powerharness for the power directed at the dog. Its chest strap is parallel to the leash in your hand, therefore, it can transmit the power arriving from you in the most efficient manner. This means that you can hold back or stop your dog when you need to with less effort.

- Exceptionally simple to fit and use
- Interchangeable custom patches
- Optional side bag and flashlight attachments from size M/0
- Breathable, anti-allergic OEKO-TEX® lining
- Sturdy handles that can be strapped down
- Reflective elements for safety
- Water-repellent outer layer
- Strong, heavy-duty buckle
- Available in several colours

IDC®POWERHARNESS - SINCE 2010
PROFESSIONAL CONTROL FOR URBAN WALKS

From Germany
A POWERHARNESS FOR EACH CLIMATE
FREE MOVEMENT. FREE BREATHING.

Unlike collars, the special angle of the chest strap allows these harnesses to rest on the ideal zone of the chest. This completely frees your dog’s neck for healthy, unrestricted breathing while ensuring free movement for the front legs.

IDC® POWER
- CLASSIC
- CRAZY STRONG
- PERFECT FOR EVERY DAY USE
- BREATHABLE LINING

IDC® POWAIR
- SUMMER
- SUPERLIGHT
- BEST FOR HOT WEATHER
- 100% AIRFLOW
K9® POWERHARNESS - SINCE 1997
THE WORLD’S VERY FIRST DOG HARNESS WITH
INTERCHANGEABLE CUSTOM PATCHES

Traditional comfort and control for city dogs. Robust, durable design, with a strong handle.

- Exceptionally simple to fit and use
- Interchangeable custom patches
- Optional side bag and flashlight attachments from size L/1
- Anti-allergic OEKO-TEX® inner lining
- Reflective elements for safety
- Water-repellent outer layer
- Strong, heavy-duty buckle
- Available in several colours
INTERCHANGEABLE CUSTOM PATCHES
EXPRESS YOUR INDIVIDUALITY!

What would our lives be like if dogs could talk? For the first time ever, JK9®’s innovation will now allow dogs to tell their messages in our language.
Sometimes we just walk the Earth...